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We provide a systematic analysis of the physical generation of single- and two-qubit quantum operations
from Hamiltonians available in various quantum systems for scalable quantum information processing. We
show that generation of single-qubit operations can be transformed into a steering problem on the Bloch
sphere, which represents allRz-equivalence classes of single-qubit operations, whereas the two-qubit problem
can be generally transformed into a steering problem in a tetrahedron representing all the local-equivalence
classes of two-qubit operationssthe Weyl chamberd. We use this approach to investigate several physical
examples for the generation of two-qubit operations. The steering approach provides useful guidance for the
realization of various quantum computation schemes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical implementation of quantum information process-
ing and quantum computation usually begins with a coupled
quantum mechanical system and requires that the available
Hamiltonian for that system be controlled to generate the
desired quantum operations from which the quantum algo-
rithm is constructedf1,2g. It is therefore a fundamental issue
to produce quantum operations from the Hamiltonian that is
provided by or accessible to the physical quantum system. In
this work we formulate the generation of these operations as
a problem in control theory and show that this language is
beneficial to developing efficient physical implementation of
quantum operations for computation and information pro-
cessing.

The postulates of quantum mechanics assert that the state
of a quantum system is completely described, at timet, by a
unit vector ucstdl in a Hilbert spacef3g. The evolution of
ucstdl is determined byucstdl=Ustducs0dl, whereUstd is a
unitary evolution operatorsor propagatord. The dynamics of

Ustd is given by Schrödinger’s equationi"U̇std=HsvdUstd
with Us0d= I, whereH is the Hamiltonian of the system and
v the external control field. The generation of quantum op-
eration means to find a controlv such that the trajectory
generated by Schrödinger’s equation can achieve a pre-
scribed target unitary operatorUT at certain final time. This
can be posed as a steering problem in control theory. The
state space of this control system is the unitary Lie group
Us2nd, which consists of all the quantum operations on the
n-qubit system, and the dynamics of quantum operation de-
scribed by Schrödinger’s equation is a right-invariant vector
field on the unitary Lie group Us2nd.

Steering on Lie groups has been studied for a long time,
and it still remains a very difficult problem in control theory
f4g. It is well known that when the control distribution is
bracket generating, the system is controllable; i.e., there ex-
ists a control law that steers the system from any initial state
to any final state in the state spacef5,6g. Nevertheless, this
result does not provide a constructive way to find the control
law. One useful mathematical tool to solve the steering prob-

lem is to use Pontryagin’s maximum principle, which gives a
set of differential equations that have to be satisfied by the
optimal trajectory f7–10g. Quite often, however, this ap-
proach leads to a two-point fixed-boundary problem which
has no analytic solutionsf11g.

In this paper, we develop a general approach to design the
control law for generation of an arbitrary quantum operation
from the available Hamiltonians in quantum mechanical sys-
tems. Because any quantum operation on any arbitrary large
quantum system can be decomposed as a combination of
single- and two-qubit quantum operationsf1g, we only need
to study the control of single two-level systems and pairs of
coupled two-level systems, which amounts to the steering
problem on the unitary Lie groups Us2d and Us4d, respec-
tively. The key idea of the approach here is based on the
observation that in many real quantum systems there exists a
certain subset of quantum operations that can be readily gen-
erated. This observation leads naturally to the notion of con-
trol on a quotient space; that is, instead of controlling the
original high-dimensional complicated quantum system, we
study a reduced control problem on a quotient space obtained
from an equivalence relation that is defined for two quantum
operations if they differ only by quantum operations in that
specific subset. Therefore, to generate a desired target quan-
tum operation, we can equivalently generate a quantum op-
eration that differs from the target by a quantum operation in
the easily achieved subset. One key issue in this approach is
to find the structure of the quotient space and the reduced
control trajectory on this quotient space. This makes it pos-
sible to study the generation of quantum operations by solv-
ing a steering problem on the quotient space. We present
solutions here for steering on the quotient space of both Us2d
and Us4d. The solutions for Us2d are related to those known
from the NMR literature, but are developed here in a unified
steering framework that also encompasses the solutions for
the more complex Us4d.

We start with the generation of single-qubit operations,
which can be viewed as a control problem on a two-level
system. We know that all the single-qubit operations form
the unitary Lie group Us2d and that any single-qubit opera-
tion can be described as a rotation on the Bloch sphere of a
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certain angle about a specified axis. In many two-level quan-
tum systems, it is often easy to generate a rotation operator
Rn̂ about a fixed axisn̂ by appropriate choice of a static
control field. By making a change of coordinates one can
transformRn̂ into Rz—i.e., the rotation operator about thez
axis. Consequently, to implement an arbitrary single-qubit
quantum operationUT, we only need to implement a quan-

tum operationŨT that differs fromUT by a z rotation opera-

tor from the right—that is,UT=ŨTRzsud, with uP f0,2pd.
This defines an equivalence relation on all the single-qubit
quantum operations, and the quotient space obtained from
this equivalence relation is nothing but the Bloch sphere.
Therefore, the generation of arbitrary single-qubit operations
can be transformed to a steering problem on the Bloch
sphere combined with a single rotation about thez axis. For
the case when the control is an oscillating field perpendicular
to the static field, we derive the control laws for generation
of arbitrary single-qubit operations that are familiar from the
NMR literature. We also prove that the system is controllable
if and only if the oscillating field is tuned at the resonant
frequency. We then study the case when the oscillating field
is not perpendicular to the static field. For both of these two
cases, we show that when at resonant frequency, the total
time to implement a given operation is quantized. This is a
particularly important issue for the implementation of local
unitary operations in coupled two-qubit systems, for which
two single-qubit operations must be generated at the same
time. We also show that when the control variable is varied
within a certain range, an efficient way to generate any
single-qubit operation is to simply alternate between the two
extremal values of the control parameter. A control law de-
sign based on the Bloch sphere steering technique thus pro-
vides a complete solution to the generation of any arbitrary
local unitary operations from a given Hamiltonian.

We then consider the generation of two-qubit quantum
operations. Physically, this is a control problem on two
coupled two-level systems. It is much more difficult to con-
trol a coupled qubit system to generate the desired two-qubit
quantum operation, because of the higher dimensionality and
more complicated Lie group structure. In Ref.f10g, Khaneja
et al. derived the time-optimal solution when the Hamil-
tonian is purely nonlocal. However, when the Hamiltonian
contains both local and nonlocal terms with comparable
magnitudes, there are no systematic methods to derive the
control laws other than numerical proceduresf12,13g. In this
paper, we provide a systematic approach to solve this prob-
lem by using the notion of control on a quotient space. Our
control strategy employs two steps to generate an arbitrary
two-qubit operationUT. First, we find an efficient control
law to generate a nonlocal quantum operationU1 that differs
from UT only by local unitary operationsk1 and k2, where
each of these is the tensor product of two single-qubit quan-
tum operations. Then we consider generation of the local
operationsk1 andk2, which is required in order to arrive at
UT in the computational basis. This will often require that the
single-qubit operations be implemented simultaneouslyssee
aboved.

A basic principle in this control design strategy is that we
implement the local and two-qubit operations separately.

This is often feasible in many physical applications, where
the single-qubit operations are generated by local Hamilto-
nians that can be independently controlled—e.g., by external
fields—so that we can readily implement any local unitary
operation. This separation leads naturally to the concept of
local equivalence on all two-qubit quantum operationsf14g.
In Ref. f15g, we derived the geometric representation of this
equivalence relation as a tetrahedron, referred to as the Weyl
chamber. Each point in the tetrahedron represents a local-
equivalence class of some nonlocal two-qubit operations.
The generation of a two-qubit quantum operation can then be
treated as a steering problem in this tetrahedron. We have
shown some examples of this steering techniquef15g, when
the Hamiltonian is given in some special cases—e.g., purely
nonlocal. In this paper, we will exploit this idea to more
systematically study the generation of two-qubit operations
for a variety of Hamiltonians that include both nonlocal and
local terms and that derive from physical systems relevant to
implementation of quantum information processing, in par-
ticular to solid-state implementations.

II. GENERATION OF SINGLE-QUBIT OPERATIONS:
STEERING ON THE BLOCH SPHERE

In this section, we study the generation of single-qubit
operations as a control problem of unitary transformations on
two-level quantum systems. The time evolution operator for
a general two-level system can be written as follows:

iU̇ = sHd + vHcdU, Us0d = I , s1d

where Hd is the drift Hamiltonian,Hc the control Hamil-
tonian, andv the control. HereHd andHc are both Hermitian
matrices onC232. Upon neglecting the global phase term, all
single-qubit quantum operations form a Lie group SUs2d:

SUs2d = hU P C232:UU† = I,detU = 1j.

Our task is to find the controlv that will drive the systems1d
from the initial operationUs0d= I to a prescribed target quan-
tum operationUT. Note that we have implicitly subdivided
the physical Hamiltonian into a term that cannot be varied,
Hd, and a term that may be controlled externally,Hc.

To solve this control problem, we first transform Eq.s1d
into the following standard form:

iU̇ = sasz + vHcdU. s2d

This transformation is obtained by the following argument.
Without loss of generality, we can assume thatHd=a1sx
+a2sy+a3sz, wheresx, sy, andsz are Pauli matrices. When
a1

2+a2
2Þ0, let

k =1
a1 − a2i

Î2asa − a3d
− a1 + a2i

Î2asa + a3d

Îa − a3

2a
Îa + a3

2a
2 ,

where a=Îa1
2+a2

2+a3
2. It is straightforward to verify that

kk†= I; i.e., k is a single-qubit operation. One can also verify
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that kHdk
−1=asz. Then, lettingU1=kU, we have

iU̇1 = ksHd + vHcdk−1U1 = sasz + vkHck
−1dU1,

where we have recognized thatkHck
−1=Hc8, which puts this

into the form of Eq.s2d. The original control problem of
steering Eq.s1d from Us0d= I to UT is thereby transformed
into a problem of steering Eq.s2d from U1s0d=k to kUT. For
control of a single qubit, we therefore only need to consider
the standard forms2d.

A. Steering on the Bloch sphere

If no control signals are applied—i.e.,v=0—Eq.s2d sim-
plifies to

iU̇ = aszU. s3d

The solution to Eq.s3d is simply thesz rotation operator
Rzs2atd=e−iaszt. We can thus easily implement anysz rota-
tion by turning off the controlv and letting the system evolve
for a certain time duration underHd alone.

We now introduce the notion ofRz equivalence and show
that it provides a simple and intuitive approach to derive the
control fields required to implement an arbitrary single-qubit
quantum operation without loss of generality. Two single-

qubit operationsUT and ŨT areRz equivalent if they satisfy

UT = ŨTe−isztz. s4d

It is evident that this relation is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive, and therefore it is an equivalence relation on the
Lie group SUs2d of all the single-qubit operations. A general
procedure to implement an arbitrary single-qubit operation is
then to first generate a rotation about thez axis for a finite
time durationtz, with v=0 as described above, and then to
steer on the quotient space of all theRz-equivalence classes
with an external controlvÞ0 chosen to drive the system to

an operationŨT that isRz equivalent toUT.
We now show that this quotient space is nothing but the

Bloch sphere. Recall that the state of a single qubit can be
represented byucl=z1u0l+z2u1l, wherezi are complex num-
bers with the restrictionuz1u2+ uz2u2=1. Ignoring the global
phase, this state can be written as

ucl = cos
u

2
u0l + eif sin

u

2
u1l,

where the real numbersu and f define a pointsx,y,zd
=ssinu cosf ,sinu sinf ,cosud on a unit sphere, which is
the well-knownBloch sphereshown in Fig. 1. To findu and
f explicitly, we can use the Hopf fibration, which is a map
p :S3→S2 defined bypscd=sx,y,zdPS2 f16g, with

sz,x + yid = suz1u2 − uz2u2,2z̄1z2d. s5d

We define a mapF from a single-qubit operation to a point
on the Bloch sphere byFsUd=Uu1l, whereu1l is the single-
qubit state corresponding to the south pole on the Bloch
sphere. Then

Fse−iasztd = e−iasztu1l = u1l.

Furthermore, if UT and ŨT are Rz equivalent, we have

FsUTd=FsŨTd. Therefore, all operations that areRz equiva-
lent are mapped to the same point on the Bloch sphere. Con-
versely, it can also be proved by Lie group theoryf16g that
all operations that are mapped to the same point on the Bloch
sphere differ only by asz rotation from the right; that is, they
are all Rz equivalent. We thereby obtain that the quotient
space ofRz equivalence classes on SUs2d can be represented
by the Bloch sphere.

Now our control task becomes a steering problem on the
Bloch sphere that can be accomplished byv. Under the
above mapping, the initial point of this steering problem is
FsId= u1l and the final point isUTu1l, whereUT is the desired
target operation. The form of the controlv that can generate
a trajectory on the Bloch sphere reaching the final point
UTu1l from the initial pointu1l will depend on the nature of
the control HamiltonianHc. We emphasize that this Bloch
sphere steering follows an initialz-axis rotation for finite
time tz and that the combination of these two steps thereby
allows the construction of an arbitrary SUs2d operation. In
the remaining part of this section, we illustrate this strategy
with three examples.

B. Oscillating control field

We illustrate this approach of control on the quotient
space with an analysis of the generation of single-qubit op-
erations on two-level quantum systems subject to an oscillat-
ing electromagnetic control fieldA/2 cossvt+dd. Some of
the results shown below are known within the NMR litera-
ture, in particular that for a control field perpendicular to the
static field. However, the solutions look different because the
analysis here is made in the laboratory frame, instead of in a
rotating frame as is customary in the NMR community. In
NMR, under the usual operating conditions the coupling
terms simplify to an Ising interaction which is invariant un-
der the rotating frame transformation. In the general case,
when the coupling term is not of the Ising form, a time-
independent coupling Hamiltonian in the laboratory frame
will be time dependent in the rotating frame. As noted above,
implementation of a two-qubit local gate—i.e.,

FIG. 1. Bloch sphere representation of a single qubit.
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k1=k11^ k12—requires simultaneous implementation of each
single-qubit operationk11 andk12. We show below that such
simultaneous single-qubit operations are readily steered in
the laboratory frame. The same argument applies to local
gates in larger multiqubit arrays.

1. Perpendicular control field

We first consider the case in which the control Hamil-
tonian Hc is an oscillating control field perpendicular to a
static drift fieldHd. This is prevalent in many quantum sys-
tems: e.g., electron spin resonancesESRd. Here a single atom

is placed in a uniform constant magnetic field directed along
the z axis, and the control is an oscillating magnetic field
oriented along thex axis f17g. The dynamics of the quantum
spin is determined by

iU̇ = Sv0

2
sz +

A

2
cossvt + ddsxDU. s6d

A solution to Eq.s6d for near resonance,v,v0, may be
found by transforming first to a rotating frame defined by the
drift sLarmord frequency—i.e., U1=eiv0t/2szU. We then
obtain

iU̇1 =
A

2
cossvt + ddssx cosv0t − sy sinv0tdU1 =

A

4
S 0 eifsv+v0dt+dg + e−ifsv−v0dt+dg

e−ifsv+v0dt+dg + eifsv−v0dt+dg 0
DU1.

Since for near resonance between drift and control fields the
terms e±ifsv+v0dt+dg oscillate much faster than the terms

e±ifsv−v0dt+dg, they make on average little contribution toU̇1
and can be neglectedsrotating-wave approximationd, result-
ing in the approximate equation

iU̇1 =
A

4
scosfsv − v0dt + dgsx + sinfsv − v0dt + dgsydU1.

s7d

Now letting U2=eifsv−v0dt+dg/2szU1, we have

iU̇2 = SA

4
sx +

v0 − v

2
szDU2, s8d

which has an explicit solution

U2std = e−ifA/4sx+sv0−vd/2szgt.

Combining these two transformations, we obtain an approxi-
mate solutionsi.e., within the rotating-wave approximationd
to Eq. s6d as

Ustfd = e−isvtf+dd/2sze−ifA/4sx+sv0−vd/2szgtfeid/2sz. s9d

This is equivalent to the standard treatment of ESR and
NMR f17g. Since we can also generate anysz rotation by
turning off the control fieldHc for a time durationtz, a gen-
eral form of the quantum operation generated by this system
can then be written as

Ustf,tzd = Ustfde−iv0/2sztz

= e−isvtf+dd/2sze−ifA/4sx+sv0−vd/2szgtfeisd−v0tzd/2sz.

s10d

In the language of control on the quotient space devel-
oped above, the effect of the operationUstf ,tzd on the quan-
tum stateu1l can be described directly from Eq.s10d as a
rotation about the axissA/2 ,0 ,v0−vd followed by another
rotation about thez axis, as shown in Fig. 2 for both near-

resonantsAd and resonantsBd situations. From this it is evi-
dent that whenvÞv0, all pointssx,y,zd on the Bloch sphere
satisfying

zù
sA/2d2 − sv0 − vd2

sA/2d2 + sv0 − vd2 , s11d

shown as the shaded area in Fig. 2, can never be reached for
any choice of tuning parametersA,d and time durationstf ,tz.
Consequently, the reachable set in this near-resonant case is
not all single-qubit operations. To allow implementation of
any arbitrary single-qubit operation, we must impose the
strict conditionv=v0; that is, the oscillating field must be
tuned to the resonant frequency.

We now show that when operating at exact resonance, the
time duration to implement an arbitrary single-qubit rotation
in the laboratory frame is quantized. At resonance, Eq.s10d
becomes

Ustf,tzd = e−isv0tf+dd/2sze−iA/4sxtfeisd−v0tzd/2sz. s12d

On the other hand, we know from Euler’sZXZ decomposi-
tion that an arbitrary single-qubit operationUT can be de-
composed as

FIG. 2. The effect of the single-qubit operationUstf ,tzd, Eq.
s10d, on the quantum stateu1l: sAd vÞv0 and sBd v=v0.
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UT = e−isf−p/2d/2sze−isp−ud/2sxe−ig/2sz. s13d

Note that in Eq.s13d the coefficients in the first two terms are
chosen such thatUT is mapped to the pointsu ,fd on the
Bloch sphere. Comparing Eqs.s12d ands13d, we find that for
v=v0, an arbitrary single-qubit operationUT in Eq. s13d can
be implemented if the following conditions are satisfied:

f − p/2 + 2m1p = v0tf + d, s14d

p − u + 2m2p =
A

2
tf , s15d

− g + 2m3p = d − v0tz, s16d

wherem1, m2, m3PZ andm1+m2+m3 is even. Any values of
the control parametersA and d and time durationstz and tf
that satisfy Eqs.s14d–s16d can generate the desired target
operationUT within the total timetf + tz. From Eqs.s14d and
s16d, we also find that

tf + tz =
f + g − p/2 + 2mp

v0
, s17d

wherem is an integer. Hence, from Eq.s17d, it is evident that
if the oscillating field is tuned at resonant frequency, the time
duration to implement a single-qubit operation is quantized
with a time duration that is independent of the amplitude of
the oscillating control field. This is a particularly important
issue in the generation of two-qubit local unitary operations,
which are given byk1=k11^ k12, wherek11 andk12 are both
single-qubit operations. To implement such a two-qubit local
unitaryk1, we need to implement bothk11 andk12 within the
same time. We can satisfy this constraint by making the os-
cillating control field that addresses one qubit to be resonant
and that which addresses the other qubit to be slightly off
resonance. Using this offset as an additional variable, we can
then apply a numerical optimization procedure to achievek11
andk12 simultaneously, leading to the desired local two-qubit
unitary.

The above analysis of the time duration is made in the
laboratory frame and thus differs from the standard NMR-
ESR situation in which pulses are made in the rotating frame
f18g fEq. s17d applies only in the laboratory frameg. When
working in the rotating frameU1=eiv0t/2szU, as is usual in
NMR experiments at resonance, the following time con-
straints are instead required to implementUT:

f − p/2 + 2m1p = d, s18d

p − u + 2m2p =
A

2
tf , s19d

− g + 2m3p = d − v0tz. s20d

In this case, we have

tf + tz =
2sp − ud + 4m2p

A
+

f + g − p/2 + 2mp

v0
.

Comparing Eqs.s14d and s18d, we see that in the rotating
frame there is no additional constraint ontf, and therefore it
is possible to decrease the time to reach a desired operation
merely by increasing the amplitude of the oscillating field.
This is not possible in the laboratory frame and thus the
quantization of the time duration to implement a single-qubit
operation in the laboratory frame is an intrinsic property for
a general quantum mechanical system of the form of Eq.s6d.

2. Nonperpendicular control field

We now consider the situation in which the control
Hamiltonian is an oscillating electromagnetic field that is not
perpendicular to the static field:

iU̇1 = Fv0

2
sz +

A

2
cossvt + ddscoszsz − sinzsxdGU1.

s21d

Here the control HamiltonianHc=coszsz−sinzsx, so the
static and oscillating fields are tilted by an angle. This can
arise in NMR or in coupled semiconductor quantum dots
f19g. Let U2=eisv0t+dd/2szU1. Imposing the rotating-wave ap-
proximation again, we have

iU̇2 =
A

4
h2 cosz cossvt + ddsz − sinzfcossv − v0dtsx

+ sinsv − v0dtsygjU2. s22d

When the oscillating fieldv is tuned at the resonant fre-
quencyv0, Eq. s22d becomes

iU̇2 =
A

4
f2 cosz cossv0t + ddsz − sinzsxgU2. s23d

Letting U3=e−ip/4syU2, we transform Eq.s23d into the stan-
dard form

iU̇3 =
A

4
f2 cosz cossv0t + ddsx + sinzszgU3. s24d

Finally, lettingU4=eiA sin z/4sztU3, we obtain

iU̇4 =
A

2
cosz cossv0t + ddFsx cosSA

2
sinztD − sy sinSA

2
sinztDGU4

=
A

4
coszS 0 eifsv0−A/2 sin zdt+dg + eifs−v0−A/2 sin zdt−dg

eifsv0+A/2 sin zdt+dg + eifs−v0+A/2 sin zdt−dg 0
DU4. s25d
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Since the control fields are usually high-frequency signals,
we havev0@A/2 sinz. Equations25d can then be simplified
to

iU̇4 =
A

2
cosz cossv0t + ddsxU4, s26d

which has a solution

U4std = e−iA coszfsinsv0t+dd−sin dg/s2v0dsx. s27d

Combining the above series of transformations, we obtain an
approximate solution to Eq.s21d as

Ustfd = e−isv0tf+dd/2szeiA sin z/4sxtf

3e−ihA coszfsinsv0tf+dd−sin dg/s2v0d−d/2jsz. s28d

As in the previous example, we also have the freedom to
implement any arbitrarysz rotation by turning off the oscil-
lating control field for a time durationtz. Hence the final
quantum operation achieved can be written as

Ustf,tzd = Ustfde−iv0/2sztz

= e−isv0tf+dd/2szeiA sin z/4sxtf

3e−ihA coszfsinsv0tf+dd−sin dg/s2v0d−d/2+v0tz/2jsz.

s29d

The time duration required to implement an arbitrary
single-qubit operation under these conditions may be simi-
larly derived by comparing with the general form ofUT
given in Eq.s13d. This results in the conditions

f − p/2 + 2m1p = v0tf + d, s30d

p − u + 2m2p = −
A

2
sinztf , s31d

− g + 2m3p = −
A cosz

v0
fsinsv0tf + dd − sindg + d − v0tz,

s32d

wherem1, m2, m3PZ and m1+m2+m3 is even. From Eqs.
s30d and s32d, we then find that

tf + tz = Ff + g −
p

2
+

A cosz

v0
scosf + sindd + 2mpGYv0,

s33d

wherem is an integer. Thus when the oscillating control field
is tuned at the resonant frequency, the total time to imple-
ment a single-qubit operation is also quantized in this case of
an arbitrary nonperpendicular control field.

C. Piecewise constant control field

We now consider the case when the controlv can be
varied within a given rangefv0,v1g. A well-known control
strategy is bang-bang control, which pertains when the con-
trol field switches back and forth between two extremal val-
ues v0 and v1 f11g. In classical control theory, it can be

shown that bang-bang control is indeed the time-optimal
control strategy for a double-integrator system. We will show
that for a quantum system of the form in Eq.s2d, bang-bang
control can generate an arbitrary single-qubit operation with
the minimum number of switchings. We note that the term
bang-bang control has recently been adopted with a some-
what different meaning in the study of the dynamical cou-
pling of open quantum systemsf20–23g, where it is referred
to performing instantaneously, or as fast as physically pos-
sible, a set of unitaries, implying that the corresponding set
of Hamiltonians can be turned on for negligible amounts of
time with sideallyd arbitrarily large strength. A modified form
of this approach for finite control field amplitudes and dura-
tions has been presented in Ref.f24g.

We rewrite the quantum systems2d as follows:

iU̇ = sasz + vHcdU, s34d

wherevP fv0,v1g. Without loss of generality, we can assume
that v0=0. By taking extremal valuesv=0 and v=v1, we
obtain two linearly independent Hamiltonians

H1 = asz, s35d

H2 = asz + v1Hc. s36d

Our task is to achieve an arbitrary single-qubit target opera-
tion UT by switching betweenH1 andH2. The final operation
generated by switching between these two Hamiltonians can
be described as

UT = e−iH1tne−iH2tn−1
¯ e−iH1t3e−iH2t2e−iH1t1. s37d

In the mathematical literature, this problem is also known as
the uniform finite-generation problem on Lie groups and can
be traced back to the early 1970sf25,26g. Recently,
D’Alessandro studied the optimal evaluation of generalized
Euler angles on the rotation group with this approachf27g.

To solve this problem, we first rewriteH2 as

H2 = asz + v1Hc = b1sx + b2sy + b3sz.

Let k=eiszg, whereg satisfies

− b1 sin 2g + b2 cos 2g = 0. s38d

From the Campbell-Baker-HausdorffsCBHd formula f28g,
we have

H̃1 = kaszk
† = asz,

H̃2 = kH2k
† = eiszgsb1sx + b2sy + b3szde−iszg

= sb1 cos 2g + b2 sin 2gdsx + b3sz

= bssinasz + cosasxd, s39d

where

b = Îsb1 cos 2g + b2 sin 2gd2 + b3
2 s40d

and
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sina =
kH̃1,H̃2l

kH̃1,H̃1l1/2kH̃2,H̃2l1/2
=

trsH̃1H̃2d

trsH̃1
2d1/2trsH̃2

2d1/2

=
trsH1H2d

trsH1
2d1/2trsH2

2d1/2. s41d

Without loss of generality, we can takeaP f−p /2 ,p /2g.
When the target operationUT can be generated in bang-bang
strategy as in Eq.s37d, we have

kUTk† = ke−iH1tne−iH2tn−1
¯ e−iH1t3e−iH2t2e−iH1t1k†

= eiH̃1tneiH̃2tn−1
¯ eiH̃1t3eiH̃2t2eiH̃1t1.

In order to generate the target quantum operationUT from
the original quantum systems34d, we therefore only need to

generatekUTk† from the two HamiltoniansH̃1 andH̃2 in Eq.

s39d. For the special casea=0, we haveH̃2=bsx and UT
simplifies to the familiar EulerZXZ decomposition of Eq.
s13d:

UT = e−isf−p/2d/2sze−isp−ud/2sxe−ig/2sz.

The Bloch sphere steering technique can now be used to
find the time sequences for switching betweenH1 and H2.
We know that the effect ofe−iH1t on the quantum stateu1l is
a rotation about thez axis, whereas the effect ofe−iH2t is a
rotation about the axisssina ,0 ,cosad, as shown in Figs.
3sAd and 3sBd. Application of the time sequence given in Eq.
s37d to the quantum stateu1l results in an alternation of ro-
tations about these two axes, illustrated in Fig. 3sCd. There-
fore, to generateUT, we need to reach the pointUTu1l from
the south poleu1l on the Bloch sphere by switching back and
forth between two rotations. It is evident that we can now
achieve any arbitrary point on the Bloch sphere, by using
these two rotations in alternation, with finite switching times.
The solution for the number of switches and time durations
is illustrated explicitly by the following example.

1. Example: Bang-bang solution for the Hadamard gate

Suppose that in the single-qubit systems2d, we havev
P f0,aÎ3g. This gives the following two Hamiltonians de-
fined by the extremal values ofv:

H1 = asz,

H2 = 2aSsin
p

6
sz + cos

p

6
sxD . s42d

We aim to generate the Hadamard gate

UH =
1
Î2

S1 1

1 − 1
D

by switching between these two finite Hamiltonians at well-
defined times. We first find the point corresponding to the
Hadamard gateUH on the Bloch sphere. Computing

FsUHd = UHu1l =
1
Î2

S 1

− 1
D

and using Eq.s5d, we find thatUH corresponds to the point
su ,fd=sp /2 ,pd on the Bloch sphere. The HamiltoniansH1

and H2 of Eq. s42d generate two rotations on the Bloch
sphere: one about thez axis and the other about the axisn̂
=(cossp /6d ,0 ,sinsp /6d) ssee Fig. 4d. We can implement the
Hadamard gateUH by switching between these two rotations
as follows:

UH = − ie−iH1t3e−iH2t2e−iH1t1,

where t1=9.90/a and t2= t3=s1/2adcos−1s1/Î3d. From Fig.
4, it is also clear that for this Hamiltonian, we can generate
any arbitrary single-qubit operation with at most three
switchings.

FIG. 3. Effect of the rotations
e−iH1t sAd and e−iH2t sBd on the
state of a single qubit.sAd A rota-
tion about thez axis, sBd a rota-
tion about the axis n̂
=(cossp /6d ,0 ,sinsp /6d), and sCd
successive switching between the
two rotationssAd and sBd applied
with finite time durations allows
any point on the Bloch sphere to
be reached.

FIG. 4. Two rotations generated by the Hamiltonians given in
Eq. s42d.
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The minimum number of switchings between the two
HamiltoniansH1 andH2 needed to generate a target quantum
operation UT is determined by the rotation axis
ssina ,0 ,cosad and thez coordinate of the pointUTu1l on
the Bloch sphere. Whena=0, we can get to any point on the
sphere starting from the south polesu1ld by at most two
switchings. This corresponds to the EulerZXZ decomposi-
tion. For a general value ofaP f0,p /2d, it is not hard to
derive that the coordinates forAn in Fig. 3sCd are An
=fcosan,−sinang, where an=p /2+2sn−1dsp /2−ad. To
ensure that any point on the sphere can be reached by the
combination of these two rotations, we only require the con-
dition that anù3p /2, which in turn yields that we can
implement any arbitrary single-qubit operation with at most
dp / sp /2−ade switchings, where the ceiling functiondxe is
defined as a function that roundsx to the nearest integer
towards infinity. Similarly, whenaP sp /2 ,pg, the maximal
switchings needed aredp / sa−p /2de. To achieve the mini-
mum number of switchings, we therefore need to use the
extremal values of the control to minimize the anglea.

We note that the generation of arbitrary single-qubit op-
erations by switching between two constant control fields has
many other applications in quantum computation and quan-
tum information processing. For example, in quantum simu-
lations, if we are given two single-qubit HamiltoniansH1 and
H2, the usual way to generateU=eiHDt is to use the Trotter
formula f29–31g

eisH1+H2dDt = eiH1DteiH2Dt + OsDt2d.

We can use the above bang-bang approach to simulateU
=eiHDt in a constructive and exact manner, without the as-
sumption of impulsive and arbitrarily strong controlsf20g or
of infinitesimal operationsf32g. Another example is in en-
coded universal quantum computation with the exchange in-
teractionf33g. Here the encoded single-qubit quantum gates
are generated by two Hamiltonians identical to those in Eq.
s42d. The switching sequence to implement any such en-
coded single-qubit operation can readily be derived using the
strategy outlined above, which yields the result that only four
switches are necessary, corresponding to the solution found
by numerical arguments inf33g. Finally, it has been shown
recently that electron spin in a semiconductor heterostructure
may be controlled by a single-qubit Hamiltonian generated
by g-tensor engineering that is realized by applying a dc bias
voltage f34g. The present analysis shows that by switching
between two Hamiltonians obtained from two differentg
factors corresponding to different bias voltages, one can thus
implement any single-qubit quantum operation.

III. GENERATION OF TWO-QUBIT OPERATIONS:
STEERING IN THE WEYL CHAMBER

To generate an arbitrary quantum operation on arbitrarily
many qubits, the target quantum operation can be decom-
posed into a combination of single- and two-qubit operations
f1g. In this section we now consider the generation of two-
qubit operations.

A general Hamiltonian for a two-qubit quantum physical
system can be written as

H = g1 · sW ^ I + I ^ g2 · sW + S, s43d

where sW is the vectorssx,sy,szd of Pauli matrices andS
=oJabsa

1sb
2 with sa

1sb
2 =sa ^ sb, a, bP hx,y,zj, andJab the

corresponding coupling strength. The coefficientsg1
=fg1x,g1y,g1zg and g2=fg2x,g2y,g2zg may be regarded as
single-qubit “g factors,” although they may have very differ-
ent physical origins, depending on the physical realization of
the qubits. Fromf10,15,29g, we know that for any arbitrary
set of coupling strengthshJabj, there exists a local operation
k such that

kSk† = Jxsx
1sx

2 + Jysy
1sy

2 + Jzsz
1sz

2. s44d

Without loss of generality, we can assume for the two-qubit
steering problem that the two-body interaction termS is al-
ways given as in Eq.s44d. We shall study the generation of
an arbitrary quantum operation from relevant physical
Hamiltonians by a tuning of the parametersg1, g2 andJx, Jy,
Jz, all of which correspond to control parameters in this con-
text.

In Ref. f15g we have shown that this problem can be
reduced to a steering problem in a tetrahedron. Central to this
analysis is the notion of local equivalence. Two quantum
operationsU, U1PSUs4d are called locally equivalent if
they differ only by local operations:U=k1U1k2, wherek1,
k2PSUs2d ^ SUs2d are both local operations. Clearly this
defines an equivalence relation on the Lie group SUs4d of all
two-qubit operations. It was shown inf15g that the local-
equivalence classes of two-qubit operations are in one-to-one
correspondence with the points in the tetrahedronOA1A2A3
as shown in Fig. 5, except on its baseswhere there is a
one-to-two correspondenced. This tetrahedron is a Weyl
chamber that contains all possible local-equivalence classes.
To locate the point in the tetrahedron that corresponds to a
given two-qubit operation, we make use of a set of local
invariants. Referencef14g provides a simple procedure to
compute three real quantitiesg1, g2, andg3 for a given two-
qubit operation and showed that two quantum operations are
locally equivalent if and only if they have identical values of

FIG. 5. Tetrahedralsor Weyl chamberd representation of local
equivalence classes of nonlocal two-qubit operations from Ref.
f15g. Points within the tetrahedron are labeledfc1,c2,c3g, where
p−c2ùc1ùc2ùc3ù0. PointsOsf0,0,0gd andA1sfp ,0 ,0gd corre-
spond to local operations,Lsfp /2 ,0 ,0gd to the CNOT gate, and
A3sfp /2 ,p /2 ,p /2gd to theSWAP gate.
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these three invariants. These local invariants can be ex-
pressed in terms of the tetrahedron coordinatesfc1,c2,c3g as
follows f15g:

g1 = 4 cosc1 cosc2 cosc3,

g2 = 4 sinc1 sinc2 sinc3,

g3 = cos 2c1 + cos 2c2 + cos 2c3. s45d

By solving Eqs.s45d, we can obtain the pointfc1,c2,c3g in
the tetrahedron that represents a given two-qubit operation.

As time evolves, the quantum system controlled byH
generates a continuous flow in the space of all quantum op-
erations. At any time instantt, the quantum operationUstd on
this flow can be mapped to a point in the tetrahedron. This
defines a continuous trajectory within the Weyl chamber. We
then employ a two-step procedure to generate a target two-
qubit operation from a given Hamiltonian. First, we steer the
Weyl chamber trajectory generated by the given Hamiltonian
H to reach the point representing the local-equivalence class
of the desired target operation. Second, we perform the nec-
essary local operations that transform the quantum operation
at this Weyl chamber point to the true target operation. The
single-qubit operations are generated as described in Sec. II.
Therefore we only deal with the first step here: namely, steer-
ing of the system HamiltonianH to generate a trajectory that
hits the target in the tetrahedronOA1A2A3.

For a general Hamiltonian containing both local and non-
local terms, it is usually difficult to implement an arbitrary
two-qubit operation directly. This is reflected in the complex-
ity of a general trajectory in the Weyl chamber. One ap-
proach is to introduce an intermediate step to construct a
universal gate set of elementary gates that can be used to
construct any arbitrary two-qubit operationf1g. An alterna-
tive perspective is to seek to minimize the time for nonlocal
operationsf10,35g. We follow the first approach of steering
to achieve a universal gate here. The solutions will then not
necessarily be time optimal. Optimization for time can be
performed subsequently in comparison of different gates
f36g.

One well-known example of such a universal gate set is
the CNOT gate together with single-qubit operationsf1g. In
f37g, we showed that bothCNOT and double-CNOT sor its
locally equivalent variant iSWAP f38,39gd operations require
at most three applications to realize any two-qubit operation.
More recently, we discovered a new quantum operationB

that is universal by at most two applications together with at
most six single-qubit operationsf36g. Whenever the direct
generation of any quantum operation is difficult, we can take
advantage of these results for efficient two-qubit quantum
circuits and first seek to implement the quantum gateB or
CNOT, then use the corresponding analytic circuits off36,37g
in order to construct an arbitrary two-qubit operation.

To illustrate the basic idea of the steering approach, con-
sider first a simple case wheng1=g2=0; i.e., the Hamiltonian
contains only the nonlocal termS. The Weyl chamber trajec-
tory generated by this Hamiltonian is the straight lineUstd
=fJx,Jy,Jzgt f15g. The evolution direction of this line can be

changed by conjugating with an appropriate local operation
from the Weyl group. Since the tetrahedron is a three-
dimensional geometric object, it is evident that by changing
the direction at most twice, we can steer the Hamiltonian to
anywhere in the tetrahedron. In other words, by turning on
the Hamiltonian at most three times, together with applica-
tion of at most four local gates, we can implement any arbi-
trary two-qubit operationf15g. Note that when the local
terms commute with the nonlocal term, we can drop the local
terms and the trajectory is unchanged. For example, withH
=g1xsx

1+g2xsx
2+Jxsx

1sx
2, corresponding to the Hamiltonian

derived in the superconducting qubit proposal off40g, the
Weyl chamber trajectory is exactly the same as that gener-
ated byJxsx

1sx
2—namely, along the straight lineOA1. In this

case, the straight line trajectory leads directly from the origin
slocal unitaryd to the CNOT gatefp /2 ,0 ,0g. This result was
derived by more complex means in Ref.f40g.

A. Isotropic qubit coupling

Isotropic coupling of qubits, characterized by coupling
amplitudesJx=Jy=Jz=J, is a very common form of two-
body interaction that appears in many physical qubit propos-
als involving electronic spins—e.g., spin-coupled coupled
quantum dotsf41,42g and donor spins in semiconductors
f43–47g. We present here two different strategies to steer the
Weyl chamber trajectories generated by this Hamiltonian,
both of which are based on the ability to tune the relative
values of the single-qubit parametersg1 andg2. The techno-
logical ability to make this tuning has been demonstrated for
electron spins in semiconductors in Ref.f34g. For greater
simplicity, in the remainder of this section we use a slightly
modified notation for the two-qubit interaction: namely, the
form JS whereS=sx

1sx
2+sy

1sy
2+sz

1sz
2 and J is the isotropic

coupling amplitude.
The first strategy is based on tuningg1 and g2 to be

equal—i.e., settingg1=g2. Then the individual components
of the total single-qubit spins commute with the interaction
term S,

fsx
1 + sx

2,Sg = 0, fsy
1 + sy

2,Sg = 0, fsz
1 + sz

2,Sg = 0.

This implies that single-qubit and two-qubit terms commute,

fg1 · sW ^ I + I ^ g1 · sW ,Sg = fg1xssx
1 + sx

2d + g1yssy
1 + sy

2d

+ g1zssz
1 + sz

2d,Sg = 0,

allowing the time evolution to be factorized exactly:

eiHt = eig1·sW t
^ eig2·sW teiJSt.

Consequently, the flow generated by the HamiltonianH in
the tetrahedron is the same as that generated byS; i.e., we
have achieved a reduction to the purely nonlocal interaction.
The resulting Weyl chamber trajectory lies along the line
OA3A1, and we can achieve theCNOT gate by changing the
evolution direction just oncescf. example 4 in Ref.f15gd. We
emphasize that this reduction results from the tuning of the
two single-qubit terms to achieve commutation with the in-
teraction term. Furthermore, it is valid independent of the
nature of the single-qubit terms—i.e., whether they involve
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sx, sy, and/or sz. Thus, although the result resembles the
known result that the isotropic exchange interaction gener-
ates aÎSWAP gate from which aCNOT gate can be obtained
by conjugating with single-qubit gatesf48g, it is valid here
for a more general Hamiltonian that contains both nonlocal
and local terms. The extended range of validity is a conse-
quence of the decomposition of the two-qubit operation into
nonlocal-equivalence classes and local operations.

The second strategy is based on tuning the single-qubit
parametersg1 and g2 such that they become linearly
dependent—i.e.,g1=lg2, where l describes the parameter
ratio. This is clearly a less stringent tuning requirement than
the first strategy. After some mathematical analysis, the tra-
jectory generated by the Hamiltonian in the tetrahedron is
found to be

c1 = 2Jt,

c2 = c3 = Usin−1S2J

v
sinvtDU ,

wherev=Îsl−1d2ig2i2+4J2. Sincec2=c3, the entire trajec-
tory lies in theOA3A1 plane of the tetrahedronOA1A2A3, as
shown in Fig. 6. TheCNOT gate is located on the intersection
of this plane with the base of the tetrahedron, atfp /2 ,0 ,0g,
and hence constitutes a natural target for these trajectories. It
is readily verified that in order to steer the trajectory to the
CNOT gate we only need to satisfy the conditions

2Jt =
p

2
, s46d

vt = mp, s47d

wherem is a positive integer. From these two equations, we
find that the time required to reach theCNOT gate with this
trajectory ist=p /4J, and the parameter ratiol has to satisfy
the condition

sl − 1d2ig2i2 = s16m2 − 4dJ2. s48d

From Eq.s46d, we find that the time to achieve theCNOT gate
depends only on the coupling strengthJ, while Eq. s47d
shows that the integerm determines the number of oscilla-

tions in the trajectory. It is interesting to note that this time is
equal to the time needed to achieve theCNOT gate from a
purely isotropic HamiltonianJS or from the first strategy
discussed above, both of which have a straight line Weyl
chamber trajectoryf15g.

As an example, consider a system withJ=0.1 and choose
m=4. Then Eq.s48d becomes

sl − 1d2ig2i2 = 2.52,

which needs to be solved forl, given a specific set ofg
parameters. Choosingg2=f4,4,4g, we obtainl=0.7709,v
=1.6, and find a timet=2.5p to reach theCNOT gate. The
resulting Weyl chamber trajectory is shown in Fig. 6.

B. Anisotropic qubit coupling

Hamiltonians of the general form of Eq.s43d with aniso-
tropic coupling coefficientsJab are encountered in many pro-
posed solid-state implementations of quantum computation.
These include quantum dotsf49g, electrons coupled by long-
range quantum Hall effectsf50g, electrons on heliumf51g,
and atoms in cavitiesf52g.

To illustrate the Weyl chamber steering approach for an-
isotropic qubit couplings, we consider here a Hamiltonian
containing an Ising interaction—i.e., a single diagonal com-
ponent ofJab only:

Hyy = g1xsx
1 + g1zsz

1 + g2xsx
2 + g2zsz

2 + Jsy
1sy

2.

This Ising-type coupling between qubits is commonly seen
in proposals for superconducting Josephson junction qubits
f12,53g and also arises as one limit of dipole-dipole or
J-coupling systemsf18,54g. It is straightforward to show that
the HamiltonianHyy is locally equivalent to the correspond-
ing HamiltoniansHxx andHzz:

Hxx = g1ysy
1 + g1zsz

1 + g2ysy
2 + g2zsz

2 + Jsx
1sx

2,

Hzz= g1xsx
1 + g1ysy

1 + g2xsx
2 + g2ysy

2 + Jsz
1sz

2.

Consequently the Weyl chamber trajectories generated by
Hxx and Hzz are the same as those generated byHyy. Using
Makhlin’s proceduref14g to evaluate the local invariants of
Ustd=eiHyyt, we find

g1 =
sf1

2 + J2dJ2x2 + sf2
2 + J2dJ2y2 + f1

2f2
2 − J4

sf1
2 + J2dsf2

2 + J2d
,

g2 = 0,

g3 = f3f1
2f2

2 − J2sf1
2 + f2

2d + J4s8x2y2 + 3d + 4J2y2sf2
2 − J2d

+ 4J2x2sf1
2 − J2dg/sf1

2 + J2dsf2
2 + J2d, s49d

where x=cosÎf2
2+J2t, y=cosÎf1

2+J2t, f1=Îg1x
2 +g1z

2

+Îg2x
2 +g2z

2 , and f2=Îg1x
2 +g1z

2 −Îg2x
2 +g2z

2 . Without loss of
generality, we can assume thatJ=1 in the subsequent analy-
sis.

It turns out that bothCNOT andB gates can be generated
by turning on this anisotropic Hamiltonian only once. TheB

gate is more efficient than theCNOT gate in representing

FIG. 6. Weyl chamber trajectory obtained upon steering the iso-
tropic Hamiltonian to reach theCNOT gate by tuning the local terms
g1 andg2 to be linearly dependent. The Weyl chamber trajectory is
located in theOA3A1 plane of the tetrahedron and goes from the
origin to the pointfp /2 ,0 ,0g representing the local equivalence
class ofCNOT operations, with a total of four oscillations.
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arbitrary two-qubit operationsf36g and may therefore be
more useful for quantum simulations, while theCNOT gate is
required for many common error correction protocols. We
first consider realization of theB gate. The local invariants
areg1=g2=g3=0 f36g. To find the Weyl chamber trajectory
that reaches the pointB=fp /2 ,p /4 ,0g in time t we need
therefore only to setg1=g3=0 in Eq. s49d. This yields the
following equations fort that must be satisfied simulta-
neously:

coss2Îf1
2 + 1td = − f1

2 ±
Î2

2
sf1

2 + 1d,

coss2Îf2
2 + 1td = − f2

2 7
Î2

2
sf2

2 + 1d.

There are infinitely many solutions to these two equations,
depending on the combination of single-qubit parametersgia.
Numerical analysis reveals that the time-optimal solution for
reaching theB gate is achieved by settingf1=1.6753,f2=0,
with terminal timet=3p /8. The corresponding Weyl cham-
ber trajectory is shown in Fig. 7. Note that this time-optimal
trajectory remains at all times in the basal plane of the tetra-
hedronOA1A2A3. A similar analysis was made inf15g for a
particular instance havingg1x=g2x=−a /2, g1z=g2z=0, and
J=a2.

We next consider realization of theCNOT gate. The local
invariants for theCNOT gate areg1=g2=0 andg3=1 f14g.
Solving Eq.s49d we obtain the following two equations:

cos 2Îf1
2 + 1t = − f1

2,

cos 2Îf2
2 + 1t = − f2

2.

By numerical analysis, we find that the minimum time to
achieve theCNOT gate ist=3.2551, with f1=0.9516 andf2
=0.9492. Comparing this with the time-optimal solution for
reaching theB gate described above, it is clear that for such
an Ising-type coupling, theB gate can be generated in shorter
time than theCNOT gate.

C. Weak qubit coupling

In many coupled qubit systems, the two-qubit interaction
term is much weaker than the local term; that is,J is small in

comparison tog1 and g2. For example, this is the case in
circuits of flux qubits coupled by a mutual inductance that is
controlled by the circulating current in a dc superconducting
quantum interference devicesSQUIDd f19g. It is also the case
in most NMR systems of exchange-coupled nuclear spins
f18g. Estimates of parameters for exchange-coupled electron
spins in quantum dots also put these systems in this weak-
coupling regime at magnetic field strengths relevant to ex-
perimentsf42,55–57g. In such situations we have found that
the Weyl chamber trajectory can be approximated to good
accuracy by some simple curves within the tetrahedron. This
provides a useful strategy in many physical systems, where
instead of attempting to control the exact time evolution, we
seek rather to steer only the approximating curves in the
Weyl chamber and may wish to incorporate additional fac-
tors into numerical optimization protocols.

We first consider a simple case: namely, tuningg1 andg2
such that their norms are equal—i.e.,ig1i=ig2i. In this case,
when in additionJ! igii, the trajectory generated in the tet-
rahedron can be well approximated by a straight line. Spe-
cifically, when the Hamiltonian is given in the Ising form

H = g1 · sW ^ I + I ^ g2 · sW + Jzsz
1sz

2,

with ig1i=ig2i andJz small, the resulting Weyl chamber tra-
jectory can be approximated by the following straight lines:

fc1,c2,c3g =5
Jzt

ig1i2f2g1zg2z,r,rg, if 2g1zg2z ù r,

Jzt

ig1i2fr,r,2g1zg2zg, if 2g1zg2z , r,6
where r=Îg1x

2 +g1y
2 Îg2x

2 +g2y
2 . Recall that in the case when

the Hamiltonian is purely nonlocal—i.e., it contains no
single-qubit terms—the Weyl chamber trajectory is a straight
line and we can generate any arbitrary two-qubit operation
by applying local unitaries to change the evolution direction
of the trajectory. We can use the same technique here to steer
the Weyl chamber trajectory to arrive at any point in the
tetrahedron with at most two switchings.

For the general case whenig1iÞ ig2i and S=Jxsx
1sx

2

+Jysy
1sy

2+Jzsz
1sz

2, we find that the trajectory can be well ap-
proximated by the following sinusoidal curve in the tetrahe-
dron:

c1 =
Jxg1xg2x + Jyg1yg2y + Jzg1zg2z

ig1i ig2i
2t,

c2 = c3 = psg1,g2dusinsig1i − ig2idtu, s50d

wherep is a nonzero function ofg1 andg2. From Eq.s50d,
the approximate curve stays in the planeOA3A1 and moves
away from the origin in the direction of theCNOT gate.
Therefore, for this Hamiltonian, theCNOT gate is a natural
choice of target operation. To reach theCNOT gate, we re-
quire that Eq.s50d be satisfied with valuesc1=p /2 andc2
=c3=0. It is clear that the form of the functionp is irrelevant.
Consequently, we need only to satisfy the following two
equations:

FIG. 7. Minimum-time Weyl chamber trajectory that reaches the
B gate from the Ising-typeYY interaction in one switching. See Fig.
5 for definitions of the coordinates and special points.
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Jxg1xg2x + Jyg1yg2y + Jzg1zg2z

ig1i ig2i
2t =

p

2
,

sig1i − ig2idt = mp, s51d

wherem is an integer. To illustrate this approach, consider
the following example of weak coupling:

H = g1 · sW ^ I + I ^ g2 · sW + 0.2sz
1sz

2. s52d

Here the local termsg1 andg2 are one order larger than the
interaction strengthJz=0.2. From Eq.s51d, we find that the
local termsg1 andg2 must satisfy

0.2g1zg2z

ig1i ig2isig1i − ig2id
=

1

4m
. s53d

Setting, e.g.,m=3, we derive one solution for Eq.s53d as
g1=f2.5,0,10.0182g andg2=f2,0,7.8177g. After a time du-
ration t=4.1778, this Hamiltonian can achieve a gate located
at f0.5000,0.0002,0.0002gp, which is very close to the
CNOT gate. The Weyl chamber trajectory is shown in Fig. 8,
where the solid line is the real trajectory generated by the
Hamiltonian and the dotted line is the approximate sinu-
soidal curve. A realistic application of this example was re-
cently made in Ref.f19g to inductively coupled flux qubits
for which ig1iÞ ig2i andJx=Jy=0.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a systematic approach to generate ar-
bitrary two-qubit quantum operations by steering the unitary
evolution corresponding to local and nonlocal interactions.
The generation of single-qubit quantum gates was shown to

map onto a steering problem on the Bloch sphere. Local
two-qubit gates corresponding to coupled single-qubit gates
can then be generated by combined steering on two coupled
Bloch spheres. The nonlocal components of two-qubit gates
were shown to be analyzable as a steering problem in a Weyl
chamber of local equivalence classes. We applied this steer-
ing approach here to the generation of two-qubit quantum
gates in several physical examples relevant to solid-state
implementations of quantum information processing. The
methods described here are expected to provide useful guid-
ance to experimental design of circuits and pulse sequences
for realization of quantum logic gates.
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